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J. L. BRENNER aj } ι ψ 0 for some j > 1. In the former case, proceed directly to the second column.
In the other case, assume without loss of generality that a 2t χ T 0 (otherwise transform by a permutation matrix). Let / stand for the identity matrix, and let e m n be the matrix with 1 in the (m,n)th. place and 0 elsewhere. Let w 3t2 be an element of the field. The transform B -(6j,/) of A by the matrix / "f w 3f2 e 3t2 satisfies the conditions £>2,i -α 2 ,i , 6 3> i = α 3t i + w 3t2 α 2 ,i .
It is evident that if 1^3,2 i s suitably chosen, then the condition b 3pί -0 will be will successively replace the elements in the first column of A (except the first two) by zeros. The second and later columns are handled in order by the same method.
The above lemma and proof follow the lines of Lemma 4.4 of [l] ; in that reference, the elements of the matrix A are residue classes mod p Γ , a prime power.
3 The existence of characteristic roots. We shall show that every matrix A of quaternions has a characteristic root.
Since any characteristic root of C is also a characteristic root of A, it is enough to prove that C has a characteristic root. The proof is by induction on n.
There are two cases. First, suppose that Cj + i,/ -0 for some j with j < n. Let C(, ) be the principal /-rowed minor of C; a non-zero vector %(,•) and a characteristic root λ exist such that C(j)X(j) -xn)λ. Then λ is a characteristic root of C: the corresponding vector is obtained from the vector %φ by appending n -j zeros.
In the second case, it is true for each j that Cj + ι$ j ψ 0. There is a characteristic vector (x l9 x 2> , x n ) with x n -1; it is found by solving a polynomial equation of degree n with just one term of highest degree. The fact that every such equation has a solution is proved in [5] . The equation in question comes by eliminating x n -2 , x n -3i ' ' * > x \ m turn ^Γ orn t n e s e t C χ ~ x λ-This set is indeed the following:
First, λ must be eliminated from (2), (3), (n), using (1) . Call the resulting set (2'), (3' ), , (n' ). Then (2' ) must be solved for x n _2 > tne resulting expression is substituted into (3'). Next the equation so obtained is solved for χ n-3 ' tne resulting expression is substituted into (4'), and so on. Since c/ + i,y ψ 0 for each j 9 these steps are meaningful. At the last stage, {n ' ) becomes an equation of degree n in the one unknown Λ^-I The single term of highest degree is not zero. After x n _ι is determined, the values oί x n _ 2 , , *i are determined from (2') (n* ), and the value of λ is determined from (1) . These values satisfy all requirements. This proves the following result.
THEOREM 1. Every matrix of quaternions has a characteristic root.
For an application, we note that the 2X2 matrix (α^y) has characteristic root α lfl corresponding to the vector (1,0) if α 2fl -0. If a 2f ι ψ 0, a characteristic vector is {x ί9 \) 9 and the corresponding characteristic root is λ. Proof, Since the space of rc-tuples over quaternions has the same dimension independent of the choice of basis [6, pp. 18-19] , there is a set of n vectors u \> &2> * ' * > b n which are linearly independent and span the space. From these an orthonormal set u i9 * , u n can be constructed by Schmidt's process of orthogonalization. The matrix which has these vectors for rows is unitary. The process is exhibited in [3, p.lθ Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. The proof, given in [9, pp. 25-26] , applies with equal force when the elements of the matrices are quaternions.
5 Transformations of matrices. We shall establish several lemmas.
LEMMA 3. Let q be a quaternion. There exists another quaternion s such that I s I = 1, s~ι qs = A + Bj, where A + Bj is a complex number with B > 0.
Lemma 3 is a consequence of Lemmas 4, 5, 6, 7. It is proved also in [4] , which refers to [2] . Another proof is given here because this proof is so direct, and because Lemma 5 appears to be new. LE MMA 4. Let q = A + Bj + Ck + Djk, s = E + Fj + Gk + Πjk, \s\ = 1.
The four components of s" qs are respectively
A, Proof. Take s = (7 + jk)/y/T.
2B[EG + FH] + 2C[GH -EF]

COROLLARY. Every quaternion is similar to its conjugate.
The referee outlined another proof for the fact that two quaternions with equal Proof. If for some λ, we have Ax = x λ, x a non-zero vector, and iί A is triangular, then a n,n x n x n "-> a n-l,n-l x n-l + a n-l,n x n ~ x n-l^-, If x n ψ 0, then λ. is similar to a n n . If 
COROLLARY. The product of the norms of the characteristic roots of a matrix of quaternions is a rational integral function of the elements and their conjugates.
After this article was submitted for publication, the author learned of an article by H.C. Lee [s] which contains many of our results. The methods of proof there are different from ours.
